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	Processing is probably the best-known creative coding environment that helps you bridge the

	gap between programming and art. It enables designers, artists, architects, students, and

	many others, to explore graphics programming and computational art in an easy way, thus

	helping boost creativity.





	Processing 2: Creative Programming Cookbook will guide you to explore and experience the

	open source Processing language and environment, helping you discover advanced features

	and exciting possibilities with this programming environment, like never before. You'll learn

	the basics of 2D and 3D graphics programming, and then quickly move up to advanced

	topics, such as audio and video visualization, computer vision, and much more, with this

	comprehensive guide.





	Since its birth in 2001, Processing has grown a lot. What started out as a project by Ben Fry

	and Casey Reas has now become a widely used graphics programming language.





	Processing 2 has a lot of new and exciting features. This cookbook will guide you through

	exploring the completely new and cool graphics engine and video library. Using the recipes in

	this cookbook, you will be able to build interactive art for desktop computers, the Internet, and

	even Android devices! You don't even have to use a keyboard or mouse to interact with the art

	you make. The book's next-gen technologies will teach you how to design interactions with a

	webcam or a microphone! Isn't that amazing?





	Processing 2: Creative Programming Cookbook will guide you to explore the Processing

	language and environment using practical and useful recipes.
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Evolutionary Robotics: The Biology, Intelligence, and Technology of Self-Organizing MachinesMIT Press, 2000

	Evolutionary robotics is a new technique for the automatic creation of autonomous robots. Inspired by the Darwinian principle of selective reproduction of the fittest, it views robots as autonomous artificial organisms that develop their own skills in close interaction with the environment and without human intervention. Drawing heavily on...
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Adobe Acrobat X Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2011

	Adobe® Acrobat® X is an essential tool in today’s electronic workflow. As in
	earlier versions, you can use Acrobat Standard or Acrobat Pro to convert
	virtually any document to Adobe Portable Document Format (PDF), preserving
	the exact look and content of the original, complete with fonts and graphics.
	Additionally,...
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Delphi 6 Developer's Guide (With CD-ROM)Sams Publishing, 2001
Borland(r) Delphi 6 Developer's Guide is a new edition of the #1 best-selling Delphi book by authors Steve Teixeira and Xavier Pacheco. Steve and Xavier are of the winners of the Delphi Informant Reader's Choice Award for both Delphi 4 Developer's Guide and Delphi 5 Developer's Guide.

Borland(r) Delphi 6 Developer's...
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Coaching Skills for Nonprofit Managers and Leaders: Developing People to Achieve Your MissionJossey-Bass, 2009

	The only nonprofit orientation to coaching skills available, Coaching Skills for Nonprofit Leaders will provide nonprofit managers with an understanding of why and how to coach, how to initiate coaching in specific situations, how to make coaching really work, and how to refine coaching for long-term success.
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.NET Game Programming with DirectX 9.0Apress, 2003
.net Game Programming with DirectX 9.0 is a cool book that gets you up to speed fast on your own game projects. Balanced and complete, .net Game Programming with DirectX 9.0 is aimed toward beginners and advanced programmers alike. The first book to cover the Managed DirectX 9.0 interfaces, from Direct3D to DirectPlay, .net Game Programming with...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2014 Business Intelligence Development Beginners GuidePackt Publishing, 2014

	Get to grips with Microsoft Business Intelligence and data warehousing technologies using this practi cal guide


	About This Book

	
		Discover the Dimensional Modeling concept while designing a data warehouse
	
		Learn Data Movement based on technologies such as SSIS, MDS, and DQS
	...
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